
Minutes of Trustee Meeting 13 March Lansdowne Church 10:30 am

Item Action
1 Present and Apologies: Pam Stanier, Chair (PS), Norma 

Braddock Venues Co-ordinator (NB), Sue Lamberton Speaker 
Organiser (SL), Peter Corfield Technical Officer (PC), Robin Clarke 
(RC), Sue Dalley Secretary (SD) Val Holland (VH). 
Andrew Hague, Treasurer (AH) 
There were no apologies. Annette Maxted (AM) was introduced as 
an observer and possible future trustee. Richard Kennard attended 
to speak on item 5 on the agenda.

2 Minutes of Last Meeting 13 January 2015. The minutes were 
accepted and signed as a proper record.

3 Matters Arising.
3.1 SD reported that letters had been sent to groups, seeking 
nominations as trustees, and the request repeated at the Group 
Leaders’ meeting. This had resulted in three expressions of 
interest. One, Jenny Jackson suggested by the Travel Group, is 
unable to attend any meeting before the autumn, and has agreed 
to “hold” any co-option nomination for the time being.  AM was 
proposed, seconded and agreed for co-option, and Brian Chesney 
(BC) has expressed interest but was unable to attend today’s 
meeting. Trustees agreed that AH follow this up and that BC would 
be invited to attend the next committee meeting with a view to co-
option. Secretary to update Charity Commission details as 
appropriate.
3.2 Christmas Lunch The date secured at the Golf Club-
Wednesday 16 December-was agreed. SC to be asked to follow up 
and organise as necessary; no after dinner speaker will be sought.
3.3 First Aid Training PS reported that this has been organised 
for May 19th and confirmed commitments to attend. She will 
organise but is unable to attend.
3.4 Civic Society request for support. SD reported that this has 
been overtaken by events; the bid to have the Grange declared an 
Asset of Community Value has been unsuccessful. No further 
action.
3.5 AGM and Group Leaders’ follow up: Showcase of U3A 
talents. The showcase suggestion met with enthousiasm at the 
Group Leaders’ meeting. Agreed that this would be tabled for 
further discussion at the May meeting. SD to gather information 
about the grants potentially available from U3A national. 
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3.6 Trustees confirmed that all funding requests agreed at the last 
meeting had been actioned. 

4 Group Leaders’ meeting
SL was thanked for her notes from the meeting, which were 
agreed, as a draft for presentation to the meeting in 2016. VH 
reported on her initial actions following the meeting, and on the 
difficulties in ensuring up to date and comprehensive e mail contact 
lists. Trustees debated how to ensure improved communication 
and information systems-possible regular reminders and items in 
the newsletter? AM commented that she had anticipated a more 
interactive meeting than was the case. Agreed that the meeting 
had been a useful tool of communication, and that more lavish 
refreshments for the next meeting might encourage attendance. 
VH will consider and consult in time for the meeting in 2016.

VH All

5 Website present and future use
PS thanked RK for attending the meeting. RK explained some of 
the recent changes to the appearance of the site, and responded to 
concerns raised by trustees, and in members’ direct contact with 
him. These include: how to ensure material-meetings, guidance, 
trustee information-is kept up to date, how to overcome difficulties 
of varying computer knowledge, systems and confidence of 
members, how to allocate different  editing rights and password 
protected domains within the site, what databases can be 
maintained on the site, whether it is possible to modify trustee e 
mail addresses to enable direct communication from, as well as to 
trustee e mails, how to set up and use a Bulletin Board. RK 
reported a new search facility-this is welcome but brings with it the 
downside of advertisements. RC requested a future agenda item of 
the use and storage of data. It was agreed that a short life working 
group would meet to identify the full range of issues to be 
addressed, would set its own terms of reference and report these 
to the Chair and Secretary for confirmation, and report back to the 
next committee meeting. AH and PC to convene this working 
group, additionally involving RC and RK. SL reminded trustees that 
any proposals must bear in mind the understanding and 
preferences of our membership. PS thanked RK for his attendance 
and information and invited him to remain for any further 
discussions. Future Agenda Item

PC
AH
RC
RK

6 Cube Update
Systems to make sure that equipment loan, return and storage 
have to be seen as “work in progress”! PC reports that John at the 
Cube has a good understanding of what we require-our members’ 
understanding of why we need to follow robust processes of 
equipment loan and return, and therefore adherence to those 
processes will hopefully grow. Possible newsletter item? SD AH 
and PS reported on their meeting with the Chair of the Cube 
trustees, at which a close and mutually supportive working 
relationship had been sought, with the possibility of U3A “block 
booking” of rooms considered. AH will report further on this. NB 

PC

PS SD
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reported minor issues around room bookings, but in general felt 
that bookings were working well. SD reported a conversation with 
AC (previous chair) who may take up a voluntary position at the 
Cube, and is offering to fulfil an informal but regular communication 
and problem solving role between the two organisations. Trustees 
welcomed this as a very positive offer, SD to follow up with AC. SL 
counselled against developing too great an interdependence. 
Standing Item 

SD

7 Membership Survey and Proposals
PC led a discussion on his previously circulated proposals about a 
survey and profile of members, aiming to address the lack of 
information about the nature of our membership, their wishes and 
interests and systems available to trustees to improve our ability to 
represent members. Trustees were concerned about the costs 
involved, our ability to keep any database up to date, and the need 
to strike a balance between the use of information and the 
intrusiveness of any enquiry. AH pointed out that if we develop and 
membership database, this could provide much of the information 
sought in a profiling activity. PS thanked PC for raising the 
discussion; it had prompted a debate about how far we are meeting 
members’ needs, and reaching our potential membership in the 
area, part of our charity’s objectives. PC acknowledged the 
discussion and withdrew his proposal. Agreed that the working 
group would include information about our membership 
within its objectives. VH suggested a different approach to 
registration day, making it an opportunity to ask people what they 
want. Trustees also felt that our monthly meetings could become 
more interactive, with a chance to develop additional interest 
groups. SL will research how other branches promote and develop 
members’ interests, and report back to committee. Future Agenda 
Item.

All

SL

8 Banking Arrangements
AH has this matter in hand; new signatories will be advised about 
the necessary action.

9 Funding Requests
AM had submitted a request from the Recorder Group to fund a 
Bass Recorder. This was agreed, costed at around a maximum of 
£400, said recorder to be the property of U3A whilst held at 
members’ homes.

AM 
PC

10 Recce issues
VH referred to her circulated paper, and her continued concerns 
about the insurance risk and liability of members and particularly 
group leaders when a recce had been carried out. Trustees 
considered the additionally circulated guidance from U3A national, 
the guidance currently available on our own website and the public 
liability insurance cover available to all members. PS had sought 
additional guidance from   U3A national, and been advised that far 
from increasing the risk, the conduct of a careful review in advance 
of any trip or outing would be seen as good practice. SL cited the 
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guidance and practice of the travel group as a good example, and 
proposed that the next meeting of trustees should include a review 
of the existing guidance on recce trips. Future Agenda Item. All 
trustees are asked to familiarise ourselves with the national 
guidance and insurance cover in preparation.

11 Malvern U3A 20th Anniversary
Trustees agreed that all previous Chairmen and women should be 
invited by the current chair to the monthly meeting in July and be 
celebrated with cake and toasts. This was seen as a good 
opportunity to trial a change of format, with refreshments and social 
interaction before the speaker. SL to research cake costs.

PS SL

12 Reports from Officers
PS reported that she had introduced this format as a useful means 
of reporting and updating all trustees on officers’ activity.
The treasurer circulated a financial update. Reserves are 
decreasing as required. Branch income will require review in due 
course. The hard copy provision of the newsletter to all members is 
a significant and possibly unnecessary cost, RC-membership 
secretary- will bring proposals to a future meeting. Future Agenda 
Item
The groups co-ordinator had no further items to report.
The membership secretary gave a brief update on current 
membership, which remains healthy with limited turnover.
The technical officer reported ongoing requests for equipment 
loan, robustly managed. Agreed that U3A equipment should not be 
loaned out of the organisation and that any fees for loans were 
inappropriate and overtaken by more recent committee decisions. 
The projector will have to be replaced in due course; he will 
consider and submit costs.
The speakers organiser will act on the decision of the previous 
meeting to ensure regular reports to the Gazette and Observer.
The venues co-ordinator reported that systems are working well.
The secretary apologised to VH and committee for delay on 
progressing VH representation to the Cotswold Link meeting.
The chair reported various communications received;

 VH will follow up an approach from the Freedom for Leisure 
local representative

 PS will attend the Worcester County meeting
 Guidance from National on the payment of tutors will be a 

future agenda item.
 A member-Jeremy Hardie-has written a book about the U3A 

founder and will be promoting this at the bookshop co-
operative.

All 

13 AOB AH offered apologies for the next meeting. The change of 
dates previously made in his absence will cause him problems in 
attending.

14 Date of next meeting: 10:30-12:30 22.05.2015 Lansdowne 
Church
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